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Mid-March
“Varia” Magazine – a Polish-English issue dedicated to the operation 
“Reinhardt.” Contents: historical outlines, archival photographs, and 
unique documents

March 15 / Bełżec
Commemoration to the beginning of the extermination of Jews in 
the General Government perpetrated by the Third Reich within the 
framework of operation “Reinhardt.” Hosts: Institute of National 
Remembrance, State Museum at Majdanek

March 17 / Lublin
“Einsatz Reinhardt” in the context of the “final solution to the Jewish 
question.” Roles and consequences – panel discussion held in the 
former headquarters of operation “Reinhardt” (currently Collegium 
Iuridicum of the Catholic University of Lublin)

Moderator: Tomasz Kranz; Speakers: Adam Kopciowski, Stephan 
Lehnstaedt, Dariusz Libionka

The event programme also includes:

– Premiere of a documentary film prepared by the State Museum at 
Majdanek The Traces of Operation “Reinhardt” in Lublin

– Promotion of publications recently released by the State Museum 
at Majdanek: “Einsatz Reinhardt”. The Extermination of Jews in the 
General Government (Varia); Sobibór: A History of a Nazi Death Camp; 
The Prisoners of KL Lublin 1941–1944

March 17 / Bełżec
Premiere of an e-book version of Every Victim has a Name. The album 
encompasses 114 family stories of the victims murdered in the German 
extermination camp in Bełżec

May 10–13 / Sobibór
From the memory of place to the pedagogy of remembrance. 
The Holocaust as a subject and context for museum education 
– methodical seminar on the 80th anniversary of the Sobibór 
extermination camp’s establishment

May 23–25 / Lublin
The infrastructure of operation “Reinhardt.” Sites, sources, research 
postulates – academic conference

May / Lublin
Guided tour around Lublin – a trail of places connected with operation 
“Reinhardt”

June / Lublin
Annika Wienert’s Das Lager vorstellen. Die Architektur der 
nationalsozialistischen Vernichtungslager – the premiere of the Polish 
version published by the State Museum at Majdanek 

June–September / various 
cities of Poland
Display of an outdoor exhibition  
The Extermination of Jews in the German Operation “Reinhardt”

October / Lublin
Presentation of educational materials for teachers and educators 
regarding operation “Reinhardt”

November/December / Warsaw
Premiere of an English version of The Extermination of Jews in the 
General Government published by the State Museum at Majdanek

Operation “Reinhardt”  
– What Happened in the 
Lublin Region 80 years ago? 
Historian Encounters  
– a series of stationary and 
online debates 

April 21
The infrastructure 
of operation “Reinhardt” 
in Lublin  
– Jakub Chmielewski, 
Marek Duda

June 9
The fates of Jews from 
the Lublin region on the eve 
of World War II and during 
the German occupation  
– Jakub Chmielewski, 
Adam Kopciowski

September 15
Flugplatz and Lipowa labour 
camps and their role in the 
extermination of Jews  
– Marta Grudzińska, 
Wojciech Lenarczyk

November 3
Operation “Erntefest”  
– Wojciech Lenarczyk, 
Dariusz Libionka


